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CAS creates first English version of world’s oldest
chemical journal with Iconic language technology
PROJECT FACTS
Language:
Volume: 800,000 documents, 3 million abstracts
Content: Historical chemical information
Formats: Physical books, PDF, XML, Images
Technologies: Custom MT, OCR, Information
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OVERVIEW
Chemisches Zentralblatt is the world’s oldest journal of German chemical abstracts from 1830
to 1969. Only available in German, the compendium was challenging to search. In 2016,
CAS, a division of the American Chemical Society, introduced a new solution, ChemZentTM,
developed in partnership with Iconic, unlocking 3 million abstracts of valuable, historical

THE CHALLENGE
German hardback version of Chemisches Zentralblatt. Organisations were also missing access
to the complete digital repository of the earliest chemistry history. To solve this, CAS turned
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HOW ICONIC HELPED
Translation (MT) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) solutions for the large-scale
Customising proprietary MT technology for historical chemical information with statistical and
neural approaches, Iconic also developed NLP technologies for digitisation of 800,000 PDFs,
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possible within one year of idea inception. This foundational chemistry is now searchable in

www.iconictranslation.com

RESULTS
“Access to the historic collection

1 billion words translated and indexed
journal, Chemisches Zentralblatt

of Chemisches Zentralblatt via
ChemZent in SciFinder has opened
this scientific resource to chemists
the world over now searchable
in English with summaries in

CAS releases ChemZent

TM

CAS makes history by providing unparalleled discoverability of chemistry with
the launch of ChemZentTM

English as well. The ability to do an
exhaustive search that includes this
important foundational chemistry
makes information relevant to
research more easily accessible.”

Fueling future scientific innovation

Dr. Matthew J. Toussant
Senior Vice President of Product
and Content Development
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